
 
 

Sports Wagering Revenues 
Monthly Summary 

January 2023 
(unaudited) 

 
 

Casino Provider Settled Wagers Revenues State Share  
 

Boot Hill DraftKings $564,142 $0 $0  

Kansas Star FanDuel $1,331,388 $145,037 $14,503  

Hollywood Barstool  $7,458,516 $0 $0  

Kansas Crossing Caesar's $33,274 $0 $0  

Subtotal - Retail   $9,387,320 $145,037 $14,503  

           

Boot Hill DraftKings $77,667,973 $2,333,293 $233,329  

Kansas Star FanDuel $63,371,236 $3,445,155 $344,515  

Hollywood Barstool  $12,676,870 $30,550 $3,055  

Kansas Crossing BetMGM $25,186,598 $0 $0  

Kansas Crossing Caesar's $15,116,513 $33,429 $3,343  

Kansas Crossing PointsBet $2,654,224 $4,412 $0  

Subtotal - Online   $196,673,414 $5,846,839 $584,242  

           

Totals   $206,060,734 $5,991,876 $598,745  

 
Notes: 
PointsBet Online had a negative carryover from prior months, resulting in the reported current month 
State Share calculating as less than 10%.  See the Detail Breakdown report for more complete 
information. 
 
Primarily due to promotional play during the player acquisition period, BetMGM Online has yet to report 
net positive revenues.  Until there is net positive revenue, they will be reflected as zero Revenues and 
zero State Share on this report.  See the Detail Breakdown report for more complete information. 
 
  



 
 

Sports Wagering Revenues 
Fiscal Year Summary 

Through January 2023 
(unaudited) 

 
 

Casino Provider Settled Wagers Revenues State Share  
 

Boot Hill DraftKings $1,271,658 $55,428 $5,543  

Kansas Star FanDuel $7,757,833 $849,544 $84,954  

Hollywood Barstool  $33,977,677 $2,271,511 $227,151  

Kansas Crossing Caesar's $33,274 $0 $0  

Subtotal - Retail   $43,040,442 $3,176,483 $317,648  

           

Boot Hill DraftKings $376,698,109 $9,170,846 $917,084  

Kansas Star FanDuel $254,893,107 $10,502,166 $1,050,216  

Hollywood Barstool  $61,633,456 $2,448,687 $244,869  

Kansas Crossing BetMGM $127,075,139 $0 $0  

Kansas Crossing Caesar's $49,129,920 $1,584,689 $158,469  

Kansas Crossing PointsBet $12,367,774 $4,412 $3,089  

Subtotal - Online   $881,797,505 $23,710,800 $2,373,727  

           

Totals   $924,837,947 $26,887,283 $2,691,375  

 
Notes: 
Primarily due to promotional play during the player acquisition period, BetMGM Online has yet to report 
net positive revenues.  Until there is net positive revenue, they will be reflected as zero Revenues and 
zero State Share on this report.  See the Detail Breakdown report for more complete information. 
 
PointsBet Online reported positive Revenues and State Share in September, but did not report net 
positive Revenues again until January.  The prior month State Share of sports wagering revenues is not 
refunded to the provider when subsequent carryovers occur.  See the Detail Breakdown report for more 
complete information. 
 
 


